
Q Epilaser 2.0
The new frontier of epilation

Q Epilaser
Space 2.0
The avantgarde of laser





Progressively
permanent
hair removal
Q Italy has developed over the years an intense 

research in laser technology innovation, providing 

the customer maximum security and the best results 

in laser photo epilation treatment to remove hair in a 

progressively permanent way.

Q Epilaser 2.0 and Q Epilaser Space 2.0 apply a safe 

and performing system for progressively permanent 

hair removal on different skin phototypes. 

The laser diode emits a beam of highly concentrated 

and coherent defocused light at 808/810 nm, which is 

directly and selectively absorbed by the melanin in the 

follicle to remove hair in a progressively definitive way. 

High power diodes allow fast, effective and pleasant 

treatments. Furthermore “Ice Cooler”, the cooling 

system, protects the skin before, during and after the 

spot.

Q Epilaser Space 2.0

Effectiveness in safety

Q Epilaser 2.0



Two in one...
The wavelength of Q Epilaser 2.0 and Q Epilaser Space 2.0 reads melanin efficiently, but not extremely, this means 

that the signs of aging of darker skin phototypes can be treated more safely. Q Epilaser 2.0 and Q Epilaser Space 

2.0 perform a thermal action in the deep dermis and contribute to increase the available energy to all cellular 

sessions, with final benefit of tissue nutrition.

Q Epilaser Space 2.0 is born from the specific customers need to have a faster laser for hair removal sessions of 

very large skin areas such as back and legs.

The final effect of infrared diode laser treatment will be a progressive elimination of unwanted hair and age spots 

associated with greater elasticity and skin tone, all in great safety for customers.
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2,4 CM2

EPILASER
SPACE 2.0

HANDPIECES

HANDPIECE OF 1,2 CM2

    High level of skin cooling

    Suitable for small and large areas

    No risk of burns

    Safe, effective and painless

Q Epilaser 2.0 is equipped with a handpiece with an exclusive and 

advanced skin cooling system that performs absolutely pleasant 

treatments, protecting the epidermis before, during and after the 

spot.

The particular operating software, allows to independently manage 

the cooling level, the spot duration and the working frequency allowing 

the use of higher doses of energy with a better epilatory result and 

eliminating the risk of burns. The double cooling system and the tip 

made with specific materials allow the diode to always work in best 

conditions, safeguarding its characteristics and preserving it from 

wear.

HANDPIECE OF 2,4 CM2

    Even faster: reduces time session of 50%

    No dispersion thanks to antireflection: +30% of delivered energy       

    Exclusive Cooling System “ICE COOLER” 

    Suitable to small and large areas

Q Epilaser Space 2.0 besides having all the characteristics of Q 

Epilaser 2.0 applies a high power diode, increasing the area of   the 

single spot up to 2.4cm2.

The use of a 3000 Watt electric source, the anti-reflection treatment 

carried out on all sides of prism and sapphire that eliminates the photos 

dispersion, makes the system more efficient and effective compared 

to other technologies on the market. The advanced cooling method 

“Ice Cooler”, increased from 70 to 135 CFM (cubic feet per minute) 

allows to work at a temperature below 30° with greater efficiency and 

safety, both during summer season and for large areas.

Q Epilaser 2.0

Q Epilaser Space 2.0

1,2 CM2

EPILASER 2.0
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The “anti-ageing” effect is obtained by using infrared laser according to the principles of photobiomodulation 

and photoselective thermolysis. Photoselective thermolysis focuses on melanin, reducing the size and visibility 

of superficial hyperpigmentation spots (age spots or solar spots) without damaging the surrounding healthy skin 

(photoageing).

The application of laser by infrared diode according to the principles of photobiomodulation follows a completely 

different principle, since the energy transmitted to the skin in the form of heat is responsible for stimulating the repair 

processes of the dermis (Krono-Ageing). This treatment is the safest for the customer, is painless and without the 

need of medications or change of habits in relationship life.

Smooth and regenerated skin

• GEL EPIL: specific gel for laser epilation.

• ROSE CLEANSING LOTION: pre laser epilation cleanser.

• HYALURONIC ACID FACIAL GEL: facial gel against skin ageing.

• HYALURONIC ACID AND BISABOLOLO ANTI-AGE CREAM: facial 
cream against skin ageing.

• FACE/BODY SOOTHING FLUID: nourishing and moisturising 
fluid.

• FACE/BODY REGENERATING CREAM: cream against skin 
thickening.

Q Epilaser 2.0 and Q Epilaser Space 2.0 are safe and performing for the progressively permanent hair removal 

on different skin phototypes. The double cooling system and the laser diode are embedded inside the ergonomic 

handpieces for fast and painless treatments.

Q Epilaser 2.0 and Q Epilaser Space 2.0 work on different 

skin phototypes and treat different areas of face and body, 

responding to the needs of each customer.

SUITABLE FOR ALL PHOTOTYPES

Q SKIN LINE - EPILASER

DELICATE CARESS

SPECIAL PRODUCT LINE
Q Italy has studied a special product line for pre and post - laser epilation treatment. Q Skin Line is the line that 

cleanses, hydrates and protects the skin, besides being the cosmetic ally to fight skin ageing and to defend the skin 

from UVB and UVA radiation, thanks to its solar filters.
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3 reasons to choose Q Epilaser 2.0
and Q Epilaser Space 2.0 

Q Italy wants to make an active contribution to your success, with technical, 

commercial and marketing aids that add value to its products and provide 

a secure basis for your high-achieving business: staff training by skilled 

technicians, to learn to make full use of the various technologies of different 

models. Skilled technical service always available.

Q Italy improves 
your business 

Q ACADEMY

Q Italy was born with a mission. To give a modern answer to an ancient dream: 

eternal beauty. For twenty years now, we have been designing beauty care 

and treatment equipment: reliable instruments for the most demanding 

professionals. With Q Italy we offer a new line of equipment that reinvents the 

rules of wellbeing, with a minimal and elegant design and a range of state-of-

the-art functions.

Our project

Q STORY

F.A.P.I.B.

Strada della Fornace Vecchia s.n., 61122 - Pesaro

Tel. +39 0721 25198 

Fax +39 0721 220372

www.qitaly.it - info@qitaly.it

Q FRIENDLY
Q Italy is always
by your side

WHATSAPP ASSISTANCE: 3665891852          PERSONALIZED MEDICAL ASSISTANCE: doc@qitaly.it

     OFFLINE    

-  Advertising and editorial

-  Leaflet

-  Totem 47x150 cm

-  Poster 100x140 cm

-  Poster 70x100 cm

-  Bill posting 6x3 m

     ONLINE

-  Social media marketing

-  Web marketing

MARKETING SUPPORT: 


